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The Hedera Helix drone will take off to make
earth cleaner and safer to prevent global warming.

1.

Reduces CO2 from
the atmosphere by
using the gas as its
main energy source.

4.

Alerts people in their
phones if a natural
disaster is happening
nearby or if they are in
danger.

3.
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Filters viruses,
pollutants, and
bacteria from
the air.

Picks up garbage reducing
METHANE gases. Recycling
and composting are sorted
and compost is turned into
fertilizer that is spread in the
forests.

DRONE

LIFE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UuxJHmhj75o&t=9s

WHAT ARE DRONES USED FOR TODAY
AERIAL
MAPPING

MILITARY

DELIVERIES

Transforms CO2 into
energy using
photoelectrochemical cells
that use sunlight and
titanium dioxide.

1.

Picks up garbage
from the ground and
ocean surface with a
suction arm.

Sorts recycling
from composts.

BATTERIES

PHOTOGRAPHY

AND MORE...

2.
3.

POWERED BY

Recycling is
compressed into
little boxes.
Compost is turned
into fertilizer to help
our forests growing.

BUT
HEDERA HELIX:

Alerts people and
authorities about
natural disasters or
exposure to harmful
pollutants or viruses
using sensors.

5.
4.

Cleans the air with HEPA
filters attached to the sides
of the drone.

Our renewable energy drone will reduce
global warming and make the air clean.

HEDERA HELIX'S DESIGN PROCESS TO

FIGHT GLOBAL WARMING
We looked for a way to power the
drone and clean CO2. We researched
and learned how NASA developed a
way to convert CO2 to energy.

We read how garbage and
landfills emit methane. We
brainstormed ways our
drone could dispose of
garbage.

HEDERA
HELIX

We wanted to add an alert
system and learned about
how computers, programs,
and sensors work.

We learned about artificial
intelligence (AI) and how it
can make our drone learn and
be smart.

It means i v y
symbolizes
friendship

